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Advanced scratch test methods in combination with elastic stress calculations -
a new tool for the failure analysis of coatings
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Beside the Rockwell adhesion test, the scratch test is the standard tool for the

investigation of adhesion properties of thin coatings. Typically, a Rockwell C indenter

with a tip radius of 200µm and a load range of up to 100N are used in such tests.

However, the results are still difficult to compare since they depend on substrate, film

thickness, scratch speed, accuracy of tip radius and shape and other parameters.

Generally, such tests allow mostly a ranking of different coating systems but no

analysis of failure reasons. In the last years modifications of the standard scratch tests

have been developed which are mainly designed for the micro range with forces up to

1N. The tip radius is then typically 10µm or smaller. Such tests are combined with high

resolution displacement measurements and allow determining the surface profile before

and after the test.

The Universal Nanomechanical Tester of ASMEC with a Lateral Force Unit was used to

carry out micro scratch tests on different materials. The scratch length was between

40µm and 200µm. It will be shown that it is possible to detect the beginning plastic

deformation of the coating with nanometer resolution and to combine this with elastic

stress calculations. In this way the yield strength of coatings of less than 300nm

thickness could be determined while it was impossible to measure the pure coating

hardness. A ranking of the strength of the coating materials became possible. Another

method combines the scratch test with small lateral oscillations perpendicular to the

scratch direction with amplitudes of 50nm or less. The force and displacement

amplitude for every position is used to calculate the lateral contact stiffness. This gives

additional information about the contact conditions between tip and sample and allows

a more accurate modeling and parameter identification. An advanced elastic contact

mechanical model is used to calculate the complete stress field during such a micro

scratch test, even after plastic deformation. In this way the propagation of the stresses

with increasing force under consideration of the surface profile can be followed and

critical stress values for certain failures can be identified.
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